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ABSTRACT

Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is a recent paradigm that of-
fers emerging capabilities in contradiction to the established
conventional video coding techniques. Based on the Slepian-
Wolf (SW) and Wyner-Ziv (WZ) theorems, a DVC system
has an outstanding low encoding complexity, by shifting the
computational complex process of correlation exploration to
the decoder. The fundamental DVC architecture is organized
to reach a competitive Rate-Distortion (RD) performance in
terms of PSNR, despite its low correlation with the human vi-
sual system (HSV). In contrast, this paper addresses the prob-
lem by proposing three image processing tools for exploiting
spatio-temporal correlations to reduce the perceptual distor-
tion of WZ frames. The proposed WZ pixel domain frame-
work offers a comparable RD-performance referring to H.264
AVC intra coding.

Index Terms— Distributed Video Coding, Perceptual
Wyner-Ziv Coding, Human Visual System

1. INTRODUCTION

State-of-the-art video codecs, e.g. MPEG-2, H.264/AVC or
VC-1, gain their high RD-performance by exploiting spatio-
temporal redundancy at the encoder. Since the encoding is
much more complex then the decoding process, this class of
codecs fits perfectly in a broadcasting scenario (single trans-
mitter, multiple receivers). However, there is a growing num-
ber of applications requiring for low complexity encoding so-
lutions. DVC is known to be a coding technique that allows
exploiting redundancy at the decoder and not at the encoder,
anymore. This approach allows to design new ubiquitous
video capturing devices with low power and lightweight cal-
culating capacities for ultra mobile computing. Girod et. al.
[1] introduced one of the first practical Wyner-Ziv (WZ) video
codec architecture that has become the most popular WZ ref-
erence.
A pixel domain WZ video codec, adopted from [1], is used
in this paper, as illustrated in Figure 1. Based on some previ-
ously transmitted intra coded key frames (H.264/AVC), the
WZ decoder generates the so-called Side Information (SI)
by temporal interpolation - an estimation for the WZ frame.

Fig. 1. Pixel domain WZ video codec.

Moreover, pixel values of WZ frames are quantized (Q) be-
fore the SW-Encoder performs bit plane extraction over the
resultant quantization symbols. Each bit plane is turbo en-
coded separately and its parity bits are stored into a buffer. Its
systematic partition is discarded, since it is already available
at the decoder as SI. Only a subset of parity bits are transmit-
ted to correct the SI estimation errors. The difference between
the SI and the WZ frame is modeled as additive noise, assum-
ing to have a Laplacian probability density distribution. A
feedback channel is used to request for more parity bits until
the current plane is decoded successfully. Finally, Minimum
Mean Square Error (MMSE) reconstruction [2] (R) corrects
the SI estimation errors.
In this paper, perceptual aware (plausible) WZ coding is es-
tablished. Insight into the codec architecture leads to some
major requirements for perceptual adjusted WZ coding, that
is quite different from conventional WZ decoding techniques.
The decoder has to aspire for very plausible spatial and tem-
poral visual content during the decoding process, in order to
increase the perceptual quality of the final decoded frames. In
Section 2 principles of image Quality Assessment (QA) are
introduced to reveal what the HVS is sensitive to and to de-
rive plausible coding strategies. In Section 3, a set of three
advanced image processing tools for perceptual adjusted cor-
relation exploitation are proposed, to better model the corre-
lation between information already available at the decoder.
Notably, a fine granular SI interpolation algorithm, a SI re-
finement algorithm and an algorithm for decoder side spatial
correlation exploration are derivated. The performance of the
developed tools is summarized in Section 4, highlighting their
gains of up to 4-9 dB. Conclusions are given in Section 5.



2. QUALITY ASSESMENT

For perceptual coding, it is important to understand what the
HVS is sensitive to. Therefore, different Full Reference (FR)
QA metrics are studied. This objective metrics attempt to
quantify the visibility of errors of distorted images by model-
ing the human visual perception, instead of traditional error
summation (e.g. PSNR, MSE, SAD).
Weighted PSNR (wPSNR) - Considering the spatial Contrast
Sensitivity (CS) threshold of vision, it is suggested in [3] to
filter the residual between a reference image and a distorted
image using the CS function frequency response matrix to
model the perceptual difference between images.
Mean Structural Similarity (mSSIM) - The perceptual qual-
ity of a distorted image is assessed by modeling its structural
similarity referring to its reference, as proposed in [4]. Lu-
minescence, contrast and structural distortion are taken into
account.
Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) - An information fidelity
approach is used in [5] to quantify the relation of Shannon
information loss between a reference image and its distorted
version. Above, natural scene statistics in conjunction with
HVS modeling are exploited.
To compare the performance of the introduced QA metrics,
their correlation to representative subjective image distor-
tion ratings, provided by [6], is analyzed. Validation criteria
are Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) and linear Correlation Coefficient (CC). The studied
QA metrics are nonlinearly mapped to predict the subjective
Distortion (D) using a logistic function:

D(metric) =
β1 − β2

1 + exp metric−β3
β4

+ β2 (1)

whereby βi is obtained by the Nelder-Mead method. Discussing
the results presented in Table 1, all introduced QA metrics
outperform the widely used PSNR predicting the true per-
ceptual distortion. VIF gives superior accuracy. Hence, in
this paper it is used as the reference metric to validate the
final WZ coding performance. Also wPSNR and mSSIM are
useful to derive new concepts that come to more perceptual
adjusted results in WZ video coding.

Table 1. Correlation between subjective D and predicted
D(metric)

Metric RMSE MAE CC
PSNR 9.1235 7.3248 0.8240
wPSNR 7.3025 5.6470 0.8913
mSSIM 8.1261 6.2751 0.8634
log10VIF 5.0266 3.8667 0.9500

3. PERCEPTUAL CODING TECHNIQUES

This section intends to introduce three novel image process-
ing tools for WZ coding to purposefully improve the percep-
tual quality of WZ coded video frames.

3.1. Pixel-Based Temporal Interpolation (PBTI)

Algorithms for SI generation presented in the literature are
based almost exclusively on block-based motion estimation
and linear compensation techniques [7, 8]. These approaches
are adopted from conventional residual-based video coding
schemes, where the encoder reduces the amount of informa-
tion by expressing the motion of many pixels by fewer motion
vectors. In DVC, this kind of information reduction is of no
account, since motion compensation is performed at the de-
coder. Empirical studies demonstrate that block-based motion
compensation leads to blurry and blocky artifact-oriented SI
of low objective and subjective quality.
PBTI is an advanced approach for perceptual aware SI gen-
eration and low distortion regarding the WZ frame. As ex-
hibited in Section 2, the structural information of an image
is essential for the quality of visual perception. While us-
ing block-based motion estimation technologies, the struc-
tural information becomes distorted, especially for sequences
with morphologic or inhomogeneous motion characteristics.
Hence, it is proposed to use fine granular motion estimation at
pixel level. The design of PBTI is described in the following
walkthrough:

1. Unidirectional motion estimation (forward and backward)
is performed between key frame t− 1 and t+ 1 to predict
the motion of each pixel (x0, y0). To conserve the spatial
reference, a modified block matching algorithm is adopted.
The actual pixel is located in the center of the Matching
Window (MW) surrounded by its spatial neighborhood. A
Mean weighted Absolute Difference (MwAD) is used as
block matching criteria, that has to be minimized regarding
the motion vector (∆x,∆y). By using a Gaussian Window
(GW) as weight, differences in the center of the match-
ing block are stronger penalized than distortions near the
search window border (see Equation 2).

(∆x,∆y) = min
∆x,∆y

∑
x,y

|MWt−1,x0,y0(x, y)

−MWt+1,x0+∆x,y0+∆y(x, y)| ×GW (x, y) (2)

2. The initial Side Information (iSI) is obtained by linear
pixel interpolation regarding the two temporal adjacent key
frames and the corresponding motion vector fields.

3. Post processing is performed by bidirectional PBTI for all
unallocated areas of the iSI.

The final SI distinguishes itself with very plausible image
content, clear and sharp edges, without blurry and blocky dis-



continuation as known from block-based algorithms. In com-
parison to the often used BiMESS algorithm proposed in [8],
it gains up to 2-4 dB in PSNR.

3.2. Guided Side Information Refinement (gSIR)

After the SI is estimated, the SW decoder starts to correct the
remaining SI estimation errors. Even if the SI is plausible
itself, there might be a spatial object misregistration between
SI and WZ objects, resulting from nonlinear or inhomoge-
neous real object motion. The SW-decoder starts to displace
already spatial plausible estimated areas. This property is de-
sirable, since it forces the SI to be also temporally plausible.
Admittedly, quantization is applied to the WZ frames at the
encoder and only the most significant bit planes are decoded.
The dynamic range above the quantization level preserves the
spatial mismatch and leads to a loss of sharpness and comes
up with ghosting artifacts, notably in areas of clear shapes.
To overcome this problem, the gSIR technique is proposed. A
partially decoded SI is refined by sequential motion compen-
sation. In comparison to refinement techniques known from
the literature, e.g. [7], the gSIR is performed at pixel level. It
works as follows:

1. A partially decoded SI is used for gSIR by performing the
above introduced unidirectional PBTI. Here, the already
decoded bit planes are exploited as sampling points to cre-
ate an improved motion field for nonlinear temporal inter-
polation.

2. The guided SI and the partial decoded SI are merged us-
ing the multiple SI reconstruction approach from [2]. This
procedure results in a refined SI, that is spatial and tempo-
ral more plausible, especially in the undecoded bit planes.

3. Step (1) and (2) are repeated iteratively for all bit planes to
decode.

gSIR is an important tool to ensure the reliability of decoded
WZ frames. It increases the PSNR by up to 3 dB, notably for
high motion sequences, where the initial motion estimation is
less accurate.

3.3. Exploitation of Spatial Correlation by Inpainting

Usually, transform domain WZ coding is employed to take
an advantage of spatial redundancy as trade-off between ad-
ditional encoder complexity and overall coding performance
[8]. This techniques lead to some very annoying coding arti-
facts, as known from conventional DCT or Wavelet coding.
Furthermore, spatial decorrelation at the encoder increases
its complexity and thereby contradicts the WZ principle by
exploiting redundancy at the encoder.
To exploit spatial correlation at the decoder, it is intended to
utilize digital inpainting [9]. Inpainting is descended from art
reconstruction and competent to fill undefined image areas.

Fig. 2. Proposed WZ decoder.

The proposed method downsamples the WZ frames at the
encoder and only uses a subset of its pixels for SW-encoding.
At the decoder, an inpainting algorithm is applied to fill up
all the missing elements and presents the human observer
a plausible image without the need to exactly resample the
original. The proposed inpainting provides perceptual aware
image content with respect to the contrast sensitivity thresh-
old of the HSV.
Here, a very simple boundary value (BV) solver is used.
Based on the position of already reconstructed pixels, an el-
liptic Partial Differential Equation (PDE) is formulated to be
applied on the domain of the unknown pixels. The neighbor-
hood of the unknown pixels supplies BV for the PDE. The
benefit of using a downsampled image for WZ coding is to
reduce the data rate. Additionaly, it halves the SW-encoder
complexity.

3.4. Overall Architecture for Plausible WZ Video Coding

The decoder architecture for perceptual WZ coding combin-
ing the above introduced image processing methods is shown
in Figure 2.

1. The WZ frame is downsampled (DS) regarding a chess-like
pattern (2:1) at the encoder. WZ encoding is performed on
the downsampled frame.

2. The decoder generates the SI using the proposed PBTI al-
gorithm. The SI is downsampled.

3. Plane by plane, the downsampled SI is decoded and recon-
structed. After each iteration, the partial decoded SI is up
sampled (US) and inpainting is performed to fill the un-
known pixels. Then, the inpainted SI is used for gSIR tak-
ing into account the adjacent key frames.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed algorithms have been sequentielly integrated
into a basic Wyner-Ziv codec (Section 1). Two test sequences
with medium and high amount of motion were analysed
(foreman and soccer, qcif@30Hz, GOP=2). The RD-
performance is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. A H.264
AVC inta codec is used for key frame coding, as known to
be the most efficient intra codec in the literature. Hence, its
RD-Performance is also presented as reference.



Fig. 3. RD-Performance in PSNR.

The proposed PBTI achieves a quality gain of up to 3 dB
for soccer and up to 2.5 dB for foreman compared to
BiMESS. Additionaly, the gSIR improves the RD-performance
for the high motion sequence soccer by more than 2 dB.
Furthermore, inpaiting improves the PSNR for the soccer
sequence by additionally 2 dB. Whereas, the SW-encoding
complexity is reduced by a factor of two, because only a
subset of pixels is encoded. The overall performance is com-
parable to state-of-the-art H.264 AVC intra coding.
As shown in Figure 4, the proposed framework also achieves
coding gain in term of VIF, proofed to be more correlated
to the HSV. Furthermore, inpainting attains the overall best
performance, also for the foreman sequence. Consequently,
inpainting is a suitable tool for spatial correlation exploitation
in the proper sense of distributed video coding.

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

Perceptual aware metrics are analysed to design specifically
improved image processing tools for plausible WZ coding.
The proposed tools increase the RD-performance in terms of
PSNR by 4-9 dB as well as in terms of the more meaning-
full VIF metric and enables the pixel domain WZ codec to
reach the performance of an advanced intra codec. Further-
more, the encoder complexity for pixel domain WZ coding is
reduced by downsampling and inpainting. Ongoing research
is focused on improving inpainting strategies for WZ-coding
as counterpart of transform domain coding to further increase
the RD-performance considering low encoder complexity.

Fig. 4. RD-Performance in VIF.
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